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AN EIWTRONIC INDICATOR

l?y

An electronic circuit
velocity and acceler+ition,

FOR ANGULAR VEI.OCITYAND ACCEXEFMTION

Richard F’.Krebs

SUMMARY

for instantaneously indicating angular
both positive and ne@ive, of’rotating

n!viion JCTI()!J

An d.:ctronic indicator w_asdF3velopedah the Aircraft Engine
Research Ial.toralmri d thfj EAUAfrom Ft:bruaryto SeptewbeJ’19&3
that ~reatQ rmiuces th~ tine and effort required to obtaim these
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data. It can be used to show the average
nearly evenly spaced electrical impulses,

frequmcy of a series of
~~e me~ freqlency of

mhich does not exceed 1~ cycles per second. The cjrcuit ii so
designed that it is not affected by moderate changes in the magni-
tude and shape or the pulses. If the frequency apprcxximatesa
predescribec?function of time, the indicator will also show the’
magnitude of the time derivative of frequency.

Because the indicator is not restricted in its use, it is
herein deswihed in terms of gensral application. J.n example
showing operation of the indicator with the four-ball wear top is
also given to illustrate its adaptability. Calibration curves
and a mathematical analysis of the differentiati~ circuit are
included.

lll?XRIPTIOIJlNHl”APPLICITTONOF ‘!W INDIC?.TOR ,

Description and @pczation

The electronic indicator for an~lar velocity and acceleration,
a circuit diagrsm of which is shown in figure 2, derives its power
from the 117-volt a-c. line and uses gas-filled and vacuum tubes
of a common variety. In operation a series of positive voltage
pulses, proportional to the opeed cf the rotating member under
observation, 5.sapplied to +.hegrid of the thyration V2 across
the resistor R1. Fach positive pulse trips t]Je th~ratrons V*
and V39 ‘.?heavera~e current flowing throuph V% is measured by
the velocity metml” ul . The voltage developed a~ross Rg by
this current is dtiectly proportional to the number of thyratron
trips per unit tine arid h therefore a measure of the angular
velocity of th~ rotstinflmembsr. tfter the voltaCe has been
filtired ~ R~, C6, ll~o, and C7, it is applied to the differ-
entiating Ctrcuit C8 and R12. The voltage appearing across R12s
within the limits to be discussed in the section liathematical
Analysis, is the time derivative of the voltag~ ac.moss R8. The
diff=xentiated voltage ismplified by 174 and measured as a change
in the plate current of the amplifying tube by the acceleration
meter M2. A rezdinq less than zero on U2 indicalxs that the

rotattig member is rlmx.leratw. In fiqure 2 the meter M2 is
connected to give positive rc’adingsof ,ieceleration.

The voltage developed across R~ mvst be a linear function
of the a~lar velocity in order that the same metm reading on
1{2 be obtained for the same acceleration independent of the



magnitude of the velocity, as will b= Shown in the following sec-
tion. If the %ltage across the plate-load resistor of a thyratronr.
iS to be a linear function of the number of’ impulses applied to the
grid, three conditions must be fulfilled:

1. The number of grid impulses and the number of plate-current
pulses must be in a one-to-one correspondence.

2. The thyratron must be.sd.f-quenching.

3. All plate-current pulses mustbe of eqwlmagnitude reqsrd-
less of the nature or frequency of the grid impulses.

In order that these three conditions”be fulfilled over the range
of speeds that the indicator was called upon to measure (O to
150 ~Julses per see), two thyratrons were necessary. The first
thyratron V2 is self-quenching for nearly any shaped pulse and
tranmite ~ positive Voltqy of ~l~ost constant magnitude tO the
s9cond ti~atron V3 even though the imitinhing pulses may vary
somewhat in size and shap~. The secon~ thyr~tron V3 provides a

plate current linear with the frequency of the impulses applied to
its grid.

The two voltap-rewlator tuk=s v~ and VA provide constant
voltage for the second t!iyratron ‘3 and th~ ~M~Jlif@I~ tube 74.
These tuben aid materially in rsnderinp t,n-velocity scale linear
and in n~king the acceleration reading independent @f tfievelocity.

4;ylication

From the preceding dismssion it can be seen tiiatthe sollrce
of the positive pulses proportional to the velocity of the rotating
member and applied across Rl is immaterial. The pulses maybe
obtatiled,for example, from a battery in series with a contactor
attached to the rotating member, from B ma~~et~, cm &m” m -.
alternating-currentgenerator driven by the rotating member.

Anolinermeans of generating nositive pulses cm be obtained
by subjecting a photoelectric celi to light pulses from a mirror
rotating with the inemberunder consideration. (See fi~. 3.) This
,method,which is the one used in the applic~tion described herein,
has the distinctive advantage of piacing almost no additional drag
on the member in order to secure the desired voltage pulses.
Another interesting application of this same method is used with
the Dornier Air Iog described in refsrence 3.
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MAT.HZWTICAL ANALWIS

In the circuit used for the i~strument the mechanical inertia
of the velocity meter is the only factor that limits the tidication
of rapid changes in angular velocity. However, the dtiferenti~ting
circuit was designed to give the time rate of change ot a voltage
varying in a manmr described by the following equation:

e=

where

e i.nstantamous

v instantaneous

(kv=k vo+at+bt2 )

‘o initial v~locity

t time

a, b, k constants

The vol+.ag~ e can be “differ~nti?tec!
condenser
ana7*is:

let

Ii

c

i

‘I%en

When t =
condenser

and

combination (ace refarence 4) as

series recistor acros~ which the
will a?~ew’

series ccmd.ms~r

current througn

-1

o, t% velocity is constant -uK1

(1)

(2)

is eqlal to kv~. The sol.itionoi’f3w13t.i3il(2) is

[i=kG a+2b(t- I?C;)-(a-2RCb) G 1
-t/Rc

(3)
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. . . . . . . . (4)

The voltage iR and hence the current i should b% propor-
tional to the time derivative of the applied voltage. Any departure
from this proportionaMty must be considered an error in the differ-
ent.i?ting circuit. This error may be computed as follows:

From equation (2)

lMvidin~ by de/dt

1

From equation (6) it 1S clear that the expression

sents the fractior.~1error in assumin~ that i is
de/dt. !3utfrom equation (5)

llt 1
—=—
de ~+i
F—

R$

(5)

(6)

~di/dt
deldt re~re-

proportion21 .0

(7)

Substituting the expressions of equations (3) ~d (4) into the
right-hzwklmember of eqmtim (7)

~~Rc + (~ - zb~~) c -t/Rc
Percentage error = x 100 (3)

R+at

In the circuit used the time constant RC was 1 second. In
order that the percenta~e error be small, b must be small in
comparison with a, and t must be about five times ?2C. If the
velocity is in the form given in equation (1), if the acceleration
chsm~es slowly with time , and if acceleration readings are not
taken unt,il aftnr the acceleration has been in progress-for a.
leas. 5 seconds, accurate acceleration re?dings can be obtained.

-- —— — — —— .-
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IW B ahnfkr analyBls it oanbe
suitable for indioat Ing aocelerat ion
resented by the f ollowlng equation:

NACA RB No.

sham that the ciroutt
If the veloclty Q be

FAE21

Is

rep-

(9)

provided R% Is smll h omparlson with 1. In this particular

circuit RC is equal to 1 and ~ must therefore be small h
COMpF&hXl with 1.

In ofier that the measurement of the derivat Ive of the voltage
developed across ‘8 be indicative of the deceleration, a linear

relation must exist between the velocity and the voltage. To
Wlustrate:

If

v= f(e)

then

(lo)

In order that de/dt. the quantity measured. be prmortional to
dv/dt,
voltage

df/de mbt ~e a constant.- A lkar” rela;io; between the
and the velocity must exist for &/de to be a constant.

OPERATIONWITH FOUR-EALLWEARTOP

The operation of the Indicator with the modified four-ball
wear top is relatively shrple. The double-pole, single-throw
stitch S1 (shown In fig. 2 as Sla and Sib) is open and the

three-pole, two-positim stitch S2 (shown in fig, 2 as S2a,

Is closed when the unit is plugged into the

:$ ‘Vo:a :2c:im-, The li@t system is then so ad~-~ted that
the photocell Is fiocded tith light when the mirror Is In a favor-
ablo position. After the optical adjustment has been made, the
light source Is temporarily shut off. Stitch S1 1s then closed.

After the 3ndicator has had several minutes to warm up, switch S2
Is opened and the meter M2 is ad~usted to zero by means of the

vm-lable resistor R14. Switch S2 Is then closed, the light

source Is turned on, and the rotating member is brought up to
speed.
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The smsititi ty control R)J is advanced from an extreme
negative poGitcion only sufficient~v to give a steady reading on
the velocity meter Ml. The &%rLng”torque is next removed from
the rotsting member and switch S2 is opened; (Switch S2 had
been left closed so that the condenser C8 might charge more
~iCkly through Rll than through the mm of Rg, Rl~, and
R12 . ) $ftor the short initial time period, when the error is
high, the angulw velocity and deceleration of the rotating meniber
are given by meters Ml and M2, respectively. .

I’bringthe series of lubrication tests that followed the
development of this instrument,its re;roducibllitywas frequently
checked. The velocity indications could be reproduced to the fi.
Lbnit of the meter scale, that is, about 0.L percent of full scale.
The acceleration meter was not so reproducible. The readings
variecias much ~s ~ percent between different runs at the same
deceleration.

Us= of the indicator Creatly r%duced the the required to
obtain data with the four-ball wear topo Bymems of the electronic
indicat,or,d.?t~for a si.rlqlemn conld be prepared and ylotted in
2(.Irninuties;whereas 8 hours were rsquired preciously,

CALIBFMT-VIHOF W3TERS

Th” instrnmnt cm be calibr~twl by connecting a varisble-
freqnency oscillator to RI through a small couFlinr condensers
At this ti~e R6, wunt.ed inside the ch~ssis, should be so ndjusted
for ~.ro~er bias on thymtror; V3 that it trips each time the thyT
r~tron V2 k firsd by the oscillator. The variable resistor RG ;
need not be readjusted until new tubes are installed. The velocity”
meter i~ calibrated “hen a Flot of meter readin~ as a function of ,
frequency has been made, aa shown in figure 4. This relationship
must lx. a st.rai~ht line.

The acceleration metsr H2 may be caklbrated by making a
typical test run. As the rotating member changes its speed, ready’”’
in~,s of the two meters are taken at definite time intervals. By , j
masniiof fi~re h the readings of Ml are converted into angul~
velocity values and a curve of velocity as a function of time Is .
plotted, Figure ~ shows thr~e curves taken with the four-ball “,
wear top with three different loading weights. The negative accel-%
erations were qra~;hically determined for each timean acceleration-
mGter readin~ was recorded. These M2 readings were then plotted .
against the graphically computed accelerations. A calibration of~, , -.
the acc~lsration meter is shown in fi~r~ 6.

. .. ..

— .
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The electronic Indicator obtains angular velocity and accel-
eration data without adding appreciable drag to the revolving
member. The time required for preparing and plotting the data for
a single rnn is about. 20 minutss. Tn a number of test runs with
the four-ball wear top the instrument readings were reproducible
to 0.4 percent of full scale on the velocity indicator and to
*5 percent on the acceleration meter.

Aircraft l!%@ne hesearch Laboratory,
ll~tional Advtsory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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